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Abstract. In resource allocation games, selfish players share resources that are needed in
order to fulfill their objectives. The cost of using a resource depends on the load on it. In
the traditional setting, the players make their choices concurrently and in one-shot. That
is, a strategy for a player is a subset of the resources. We introduce and study dynamic
resource allocation games. In this setting, the game proceeds in phases. In each phase each
player chooses one resource. A scheduler dictates the order in which the players proceed
in a phase, possibly scheduling several players to proceed concurrently. The game ends
when each player has collected a set of resources that fulfills his objective. The cost for
each player then depends on this set as well as on the load on the resources in it – we
consider both congestion and cost-sharing games. A prime application of dynamic resource
allocation games is the setting of networks in which players choose their routes edge by
edge, with choices depending on earlier choices of other players. We study the stability
of dynamic resource allocation games, where the appropriate notion of stability is that
of subgame perfect equilibrium, study the inefficiency incurred due to selfish behavior,
and also study problems that are particular to the dynamic setting, like constraints on the
order in which resources can be chosen or the problem of finding a scheduler that achieves
stability.
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Introduction

Resource allocation games (RAGs, for short) [23] model settings in which selfish agents share
resources that are needed in order to fulfill their objectives. The cost of using a resource depends
on the load on it. Formally, a k-player RAG G is given by a set E of resources and a set of possible strategies for each player. Each strategy is a subset of resources, fulfilling some objective of
the player. Each resource e P E is associated with a latency function `e : N Ñ R, where `e pγq
is the cost of a single use of e when it has load γ. For example, in network formation games
(NFGs, for short) [2], a network is modeled by a directed graph, and each player has a source
and a target vertex. In the corresponding RAG, the resources are the edges of the graph and the
objective of each player is to connect his source and target. Thus, a strategy for a player is a set
of edges that form a simple path from the source to the target. When an edge e is used by m
players, each of them pays `e pmq for his use.
A key feature of RAGs is that the players choose how to fulfill their objectives in one shot and
concurrently. Indeed, a strategy for a player is a subset of the resources – chosen as a whole, and
the players choose their strategies simultaneously. In many settings, however, resource sharing
proceeds in a different way. First, in many settings, the choices of the players are made resource
by resource as the game evolves. For example, when the network in an NFG models a map
of roads and players are drivers choosing routes, it makes sense to allow each driver not to
commit to a full route in the beginning of the game but rather to choose one road (edge) at
each junction (vertex), gradually composing the full route according to the congestion observed.
Second, players may not reach the junctions together. Rather, in each “turn” of the game, only a
subset of the players (say, these that have a green light) proceed and chose their next road.

As another example to a rich composition and scheduling of strategies, consider the setting
of synthesis from component libraries [17], where a designer synthesizes a system from existing
components.It is shown in [4,6] that when multiple designers use the same library, a RAG arises.
Here too, the choice of components may be made during the design process and may evolve
according to choices of other designers.
In this work we introduce and study dynamic resource allocation games, which allow the
players to choose resources in an iterative and non-concurrent manner. A dynamic RAG is given
by a pair G “ xG, νy, where G is a k-player RAG and ν : t1, . . . , ku Ñ t1, . . . , ku is a
scheduler. A dynamic RAG proceeds in phases. In each phase, each player chooses one resource.
A phase is partitioned into at most k turns, and the scheduler dictates which players proceed in
each turn: Player i moves at turn νpiq. Note that the scheduler may assign the same turn to
several players, in which case they choose a resource simultaneously in a phase. Once all turns
have been taken, a phase is concluded and a new phase begins. A strategy for a player in a
dynamic RAG maps the history of choices made by the players so far (that is, the choices of
all players in earlier phases as well as the choices of players that proceed in earlier turns in the
current phase) to the player’s next choice. A player finishes playing once the resources he has
chosen forms a strategy in the underlying RAG. In an outcome of the game, each player selects
a set of resources. His cost depends on their load and latency functions as in usual RAGs.
We illustrate the intricacy of the selecting the resources in phases in the following example.
Example 1. Consider the 4-player network formation game that is depicted in Figure 1. The
interesting edges have names, e.g., a, b, c . . ., and their latency function is depicted below the
edge. For example, we have `a pxq “ x and `c1 pxq “ 10x. The other edges have latency function
0. The source and target of a node of Player i are depicted with a node called s and t, respectively,
R
and with a subscript i. For example, Player 2’s source is s1,2 and he has two targets tL
2 and t2 .
The players’ strategies are paths from one of their sources to one of their targets.
Consider a dynamic version of the game in which Player i chooses an edge at turn i. At
first look, it seems that edge g will never be chosen. However, we show that Player 1’s optimal
strategy uses it. Player 1 has three options in the first turn, either choose g, a, or b. Assume he
chooses a (and dually b). Then, we claim that Player 2 will choose b. Note that Players 3 and 4
move oposite of Player 2 no matter how Player 1 moves, as they prefer avoiding a load of 2 on
c1 and c2 , which costs 20 each, even at the cost of a load of 3 on f , which costs only 3. Knowing
this, Player 2 prefers using b alone over sharing a with Player 1. Since the loads on a and e are
1 and 3, respectively, Player 1’s cost is 1 ` 3 “ 4.
On the other hand, if Player 1 chooses g in the first phase, he postpones revealing his
choice between left and right. If Player 2 proceeds left, then Players 3 and 4 proceed right,
and Player 1 proceeds left in the second phase. Now, the load on a and e is 2 and 1, respectively,
\
[
thus Player 1’s cost is 21 ` 2 ` 1 “ 3 21 .
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Fig. 1. A network formation game in which it is beneficial to select a path that is not simple.
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The concept of what we refer to as a dynamic game is old and dates back to Von Neumann’s
work on extensive form games [20]. Most work on RAGs consider the simultaneous setting.
However, there have been different takes on adding dynamicity to RAGs. In [19], the authors
refine the notion of NE by considering lookahead equilibria; a player predicts the reactions of
the other players to his deviations, and he deviates only if the outcome is beneficial. The depth of
lookahead is bounded and is a parameter to the equilibria. A similar setting was applied to RAGs
in [7], where the players are restricted to choose a best-response move rather than a deviation
that might not be immediately beneficial. Concurrent ongoing games are commonly used in
formal methods to model the interaction between different components of a system (c.f., [1]).
In such a game, multiple players move a token on a graph. At each node, each player selects
a move, and the transition function determines the next position of token, given the vector of
moves the players selected. The objectives of the players refer to the generated path and no
costs are involved. Closest to our model is the model of [16], and its subsequent works [8,10].
They study RAGs in which players arrive and select strategies one by one, yet in one shot.
Our dynamic games differ from all of these games in two aspects. We allow the players
to reveal their choice of resources in parts, thus we allow “breaking” the strategies into parts.
Moreover, the choices the players make in all these games are either concurrent of sequential,
and we allow a mix between the two. These two concepts are natural and general, and can be
applied to other games and settings.
The first question that arises in the context of games, and on which we focus in this work,
is the existence of a stable outcome of the game. In the context of RAGs, the most prominent
stability concept is that of a Nash equilibrium (NE, for short) – a profile such that no player can
decrease his cost by unilaterally deviating from his current strategy. It is well known that every
RAG has an NE [23]. The definition of an NE applies to all games, and can also be applied to
our dynamic RAGs. As we demonstrate in Example 2, the dynamic setting calls for a different
stability concept, as some NEs need not be achievable by rational players in the dynamic setting.
To overcome this limitation of NE, the notion of subgame perfect equilibrium (SPE, for short)
was introduced in [27], which we define formally in Section 2.
Classifying RAGs, we refer to the type of their latency functions as well as the type of the
objectives of the players. Congestion games [24] are RAGs in which the latency functions are
increasing, whereas in cost-sharing games [2], each resource has a cost that is split between the
players that use it (in particular, the latency functions are decreasing). In terms of objectives, we
consider singleton RAGs, in which the objectives of the players are singletons of resources, and
symmetric RAGs, in which all players have the same objective.
Our most interesting results are in terms of equilibrium existence. It is easy to show, and
similar results are well known, that every dynamic RAG with a sequential scheduler has an
SPE. The proof uses backwards induction on the tree of all possible outcomes of the game (see
Theorem 1 for details). One could hope to achieve a similar proof also for schedulers that are not
sequential, especially given the fact that every RAG has an NE. Quite surprisingly, however, we
show that this is not the case. For congestion games, we show examples of a singleton congestion
game and a symmetric congestion game with no SPE. Moreover, the latency function in both
cases is linear. On the positive side, we show that singleton and symmetric congestion games
are guaranteed to have an SPE for every scheduler. For cost-sharing games, we also show an
example with no SPE. In the cost-sharing setting, however, we show that singleton objectives are
sufficient to guarantee the existence of an SPE in all schedules. It follows that singleton dynamic
congestion games are less stable than singleton dynamic cost-sharing games. This is interesting,
as in the on-shot concurrent setting, congestion games are known to be more stable than costsharing games in various parameters. One would expect that this “order of stability” would
carry over to the dynamic setting, as is the case in other extensions of the traditional setting. For
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example, an NE is not guaranteed for weighted cost-sharing games [9] as well as very restrictive
classes of multiset cost-sharing games [5], whereas every linear weighted congestion game [12]
and even linear multiset congestion game is guaranteed to have an NE [6].
It is well known that decentralized decision-making may lead to solutions that are suboptimal from the point of view of society as a whole. In simultaneous games, the standard
measures to quantify the inefficiency incurred due to selfish behavior is the price of anarchy
(PoA) [15] and price of stability (PoS) [2]. In both measures we compare against the social
optimum (SO, for short), namely the cheapest profile. The PoA is the worst-case inefficiency of
an NE (that is, the ratio between the cost of a worst NE and the SO). The PoS is the best-case
inefficiency of a Nash equilibrium (that is, the ratio between the cost of a best NE and the social optimum). For the dynamic setting we adjust these two measures to consider SPEs rather
than NEs, and we refer to them as DPoA and DPoS. We study the equilibrium inefficiency in
the classes of games that have SPEs. We show that the DPoA and DPoS in dynamic singleton
cost-sharing games as well as dynamic singleton congestion games coincide with the PoA and
PoS in the corresponding simultaneous class. As mentioned above, [16,8,10] study games in
which players arrive one after. Since their games are sequential, they always have an SPE. They
study the sequential PoA, and show that it can either be equal, below, or above the PoA of the
corresponding class of RAGs.
We then turn to study computational problems for dynamic RAGs. First, we study the
problem of deciding whether a given dynamic RAG has an SPE. We show that the problem
is PSPACE-complete for both congestion and cost-sharing games. Our lower bound for costsharing games implies that finding an SPE in sequential games is PSPACE-hard. To the best of
our knowledge, while this problem was solved in [16] for congestion games, we are the first
to solve it for cost-sharing games. We also study the problem of finding a schedule that admits
an SPE under given constraints on the order the players move, and show that this problem is
also PSPACE-complete. Finally, we consider dynamic games in which there is an order on the
resources that the players choose. So, if for two resources e1 and e2 , we have e1 ă e2 , then a
player cannot choose e1 in a later phase than e2 . The motivation for an order on resources is
natural. For example, returning to network formation games, a driver can only extend the path
he chooses as the choices are made during driving. We show that all our results carry over to the
ordered case.
Due to lack of space, some proofs and examples are given in the appendix.
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Preliminaries

Resource allocation games For k ě 1, let rks “ t1, . . . , ku. A resource-allocation game (RAG,
for short) is a tuple G “ trks, E, tΣi uiPrks , t`e uePE u, where rks is a set of k players; E is a set of
resources; for i P rks, the set Σi Ď 2E is a set of objectives3 for Player i; and, for e P E, we have
that `e : N Ñ R is a latency function. The game proceeds in one-round in which the players
select simultaneously one of their objectives. A profile P “ xσ1 , . . . , σk y P Σ1 ˆ . . . ˆ Σk is
a choice of an objective for each player. For e P E, we denote by nusedpP, eq the number of
times e is used in P , thusřnusedpP, eq “ |ti P rks : e P σi u|. For i P rks, the cost of Player i in
P , denoted costi pP q, is ePσi `e pnusedpP, eqq.
Classes of RAGs are characterized by the type of latency functions and types of objectives. In
congestion games (CGs, for short), the latency functions are increasing. An exceptionally stable
class of CGs are ones in which the latency functions are linear (c.f., [12,6]); every resource e P E
has two constants ae and be , and the latency function is `e pxq “ ae ¨x`be . In cost-sharing games
3

We use “objectives” here rather than “strategies” as the second will later be used for dynamic games.
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(SG, for short), each resource e P E has a cost ce and the players that use the resource share
its cost, thus the latency function for e is `e pxq “ cxe . In particular, the latency functions are
decreasing. We use DCGs and DSGs to refer to dynamic CGs and dynamic SGs, respectively. In
terms of objectives, we study symmetric games, where the players’ sets of objectives are equal,
thus Σi “ Σj for all i, j P rks, and singleton games, where each σ P Σi is a singleton, for every
i P rks.

Dynamic resource allocation games A dynamic RAG is pair G “ xG, νy, where G is a RAG
and ν : rks Ñ rks is a scheduler. Intuitively, in a dynamic game, rather than revealing their
objectives at once, the game proceeds in phases: in each phase, each player reveals one resource
in his objective. Each phase is partitioned into at most k turns. The scheduler dictates the order
in which the players proceed in a phase by assigning to each player his turn in the phases.
If the scheduler assigns the same turn to several players, they select a resource concurrently.
Once all players take their turn, a phase is concluded and a new phase begins. There are two
“extreme” schedulers: (1) players get different turns, i.e., ν is a permutation, (2) all players move
in one turn, i.e., ν ” 1. We refer to games with these schedulers as sequential and concurrent,
respectively. Note that ν might not be an onto function. For simplicity, we assume that, for
j ą 1, if turn j is assigned a player, then so is turn j ´ 1. We use tν to denote the last turn
according to ν, thus tν “ maxi νpiq.
Let EK “ E YtKu, where K is a special symbol that represents the fact that a player finished
playing. Consider a turn j P rks. We denote by beforepjq the set of players that play before turn
j; thus beforepjq “ ti P rks : νpiq ă ju. A player has full knowledge of the resources that have
been chosen in previous phases and the resources chosen in previous turns in the current phase.
beforepνpiqq
rks
q Ñ EK . A profile P “
A strategy for Player i in G is a function fi : pEK q˚ ¨ pEK
xf1 , . . . , fk y is a choice of a strategy for each player. The outcome of the game given a profile
P , denoted outpP q, is an infinite sequence of functions π 1 , π 2 , . . ., where for i ě 1, we have
π i : rks Ñ EK . We define the sequence inductively as follows. Let m ě 1 and j P rks. Assume
m ´ 1 phases have been played as well as j ´ 1 turns in the m-th phase, thus π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π m´1
m
are defined as well as πj´1
: beforepjq Ñ EK . We define πjm as follows. Consider a player
m
i with νpiq “ j. The resource Player i chooses in the m-th phase is fi pπ 1 , . . . , π m´1 , πj´1
q.
m
m
Finally, we define π “ πtν .
We restrict attention to legal strategies for the players, namely ones in which the collection
of resources chosen by Player i in all phases is an objective in Σi . Also, once Player i chooses K,
then he has finished playing and all his choices in future phases must also be K. Formally, for a
profile P “ xf1 , . . . , fk y with outpP q “ π 1 , π 2 , . . . and i P rks, let outi pP q be π 1 piq, π 2 piq, . . ..
For j ě 1, let ej “ π j piq be the resource Player i selects in the j-th phase. Thus, outi pP q is an
infinite sequence over EK . We say that fi is legal if (1) there is an index m such that ej P E for
all j ă m and ej “ K for all j ě m, and (2) the set te1 , . . . , em´1 u is an objective in Σi . (In
particular, a player cannot select a resource multiple times nor a resource that is not a member
in his chosen objective). We refer to an outcome in which the players use legal strategies as a
legal outcome and a prefix of a legal outcome as a legal history.
In outpP q, every player selects a set of resources. The cost of a player is calculated similarly
to RAGs. That is, his cost for a resource e, assuming the load on it is γ, is `e pγq, and his total
cost is the sum of costs of the resources he uses. When the outcome of a profile P in a dynamic
RAG coincides with the outcome of a profile Q in a RAG G, we say that P and Q are matching
profiles.
5

Equilibria concepts A Nash equilibrium4 (NE, for short) in a game is a profile in which no
player has an incentive to unilaterally deviate from his strategy. Formally, for a profile P , let
P ri Ð fi1 s be the profile in which Player i switches to the strategy fi1 and all other players use
their strategies in P . Then, a profile P is a NE if for every i P rks and every legal strategy fi1 for
Player i, we have costi pP q ď costi pP ri Ð fi1 sq. It is well known that every RAG is guaranteed
to have an NE [23].
The definition of NE applies to all games, in particular to dynamic ones. Every NE Q in a
RAG G matches an NE in a dynamic game xG, νy, for some scheduler ν, in which the players
ignore the history of the play and follow their objectives in Q. However, such a strategy is not
rational. Thus, one could argue that an NE is not necessarily achievable in a dynamic setting.
We illustrate this in the following example.
Example 2. Consider a two-player DCG with resources ta, bu, latency functions `a pxq “ x and
`b pxq “ 1.5x, and objectives Σ1 “ Σ2 “ ttau, tbuu. Consider the sequential scheduling in
which Player 1 moves first followed by Player 2. Since the players’ objectives are singletons,
the dynamic game consists of one phase. Consider the Player 2 strategy f2 that “promises” to
select the resource a no matter what Player 1 selects, thus f2 paq “ f2 pbq “ a. Let f1a and f1b be
the Player 1 strategies in which he selects a and b, respectively, thus f1a pq “ a and f1b pq “ b.
Note that these are all of Player 1’s possible strategies. The profile P “ xf1b , f2 y is an NE.
Indeed, Player 2 pays 1, which is the least possible payment, so he has no incentive to deviate.
Also, by deviating to f1a , Player 1’s payoff increases from 1.5 to 2, so he has no incentive to
deviate either. Note, however, that this strategy of Player 2 is not rational. Indeed, when it is
Player 2’s turn, he is aware of Player 1’s choice. If Player 1 plays f1a , then a rational Player 2 is
not going to choose a, as this results in a cost of 2, whereas by b, his cost will be 1.5. Thus, an
NE profile with f2 may not be achievable.
\
[
To overcome this issue, the notion of subgame perfect equilibrium (SPE, for short) was
introduced. In order to define SPE, we need to define a subgame of a dynamic game. Let G “
xG, νy, where G “ xrks, E, tΣi uiPrks , tce uePE y. It is helpful to consider the outcome tree TG of
G, which is a finite rooted tree that contains all the legal histories of G. Each internal node in
TG corresponds to a legal history, its successors correspond to possible extensions of the history,
and each leaf corresponds to a legal outcome. Consider a legal history h. We define a dynamic
RAG Gh , which, intuitively, is the game as G after the history h has been played. More formally,
the outcome tree of Gh is the subtree TGh whose root is the node h. We define the costs in Gh so
that the costs of the players in the leaves of TGh are the same as the corresponding leaves in TG .
Assume that h ends at the m-th turn. A profile P in G corresponds to a trimming of TG in which
the internal node h has exactly one child h ¨ σ, where σ is the set of choices of the players in
´1
ν pmq when they play according to their strategies in P . The profile P induces a profile P h in
Gh , where the trimming of TGh according to P h coincides with the trimming of G according to
P . We formally define the outcome tree and a subgame in Appendix A.
Definition 1. A profile P is an SPE if for every legal history h, the profile P h is a NE in Gh .
Note that the profile P “ xf1b , f2 y in the example above is an NE but not an SPE. Indeed,
for the history h “ a, the profile P h is not a NE in Gh as Player 2 can benefit from unilaterally
deviating as described above.
4

Throughout this paper, we consider pure strategies as is the case in the vast literature on RAGs.
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3

Existence of SPE in Dynamic Congestion Games

It is easy to show that every sequential dynamic game has an SPE by unwinding the outcome
tree, and similar results have been shown before (c.f., [16]). The proof can be found in Appendix B.
Theorem 1. Every sequential dynamic game has an SPE.
One could hope to prove that a general dynamic game G also has an SPE using a similar
unwinding of TG . Possibly using the well-known fact that every CG is guaranteed to have an
NE [23]. Unfortunately, and somewhat surprisingly, we show that this is not possible. We show
that (very restrictive) DCGs might not have an SPE. For the good news, we identify a maximal
fragment that is guaranteed to have an SPE.
Recall that a CG is singleton when the players’ objectives consist of singletons of resources,
and a CG is symmetric if all the players agree on their objectives. We start with the bad news
and show that symmetric DCGs and singleton DCGs need not have an SPE, even with linear
latency functions. We then show that the combination of these two restrictions is sufficient for
existence of an SPE in a DCG.
Theorem 2. There are symmetric and singleton linear DCGs with no SPE.
Proof. We first describe a linear DCG with no SPE, and then alter it to make it symmetric. The
proof for singleton linear DCG is given in Appendix D. Consider the following three-player
linear CG G with resources E “ ta, a1 , b, b1 , cu and linear latency functions `a pxq “ `b pxq “ x,
`a1 pxq “ 34 x, `b1 pxq “ 1 14 , and `c pxq “ x ` 23 . Let Σ1 “ Σ2 “ tta, a1 u, tb, b1 u, tcuu and
Σ3 “ ttcu, ta1 , buu. Consider the dynamic game G in which Players 1 and 2 move concurrently
followed by Player 3. Formally, G “ xG, νy, where νp1q “ νp2q “ 1 and νp3q “ 2.
We claim that there is no SPE in G. Note that since the players’ objectives are disjoint, then
once a player reveals the first choice of resource, he reveals the whole objective he chooses, thus
we analyze the game as if it takes place in one phase in which the players’ reveal their whole
objective. The profiles in which Players 1 and 2 choose the same objective are clearly not a SPE
as they are not an NE in the game G . As for the other profiles, in Figure 2, we go over half
of them, and show that none of them is an SPE. The other half is dual. The root of each tree is
labeled by the objectives of Players 1 and 2, and its branches according to Player 3’s objectives.
In the leaves we state Player 3’s payoff. In an SPE, Player 3 performs a best-response according
to the objectives he observes as otherwise the subgame is not in an NE. We depict his choice
with a bold edge. Beneath each tree we note the payoffs of all the players in the profile, and the
directed edges represent the player that can benefit from unilaterally deviating. In Appendix C,
we construct a symmetric DCG G 1 by altering the game G above. We do this by adding a fourth
\
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player and three new resources so that G 1 simulates G.

{a, a′ }, {b, b′ }
{c}

{a, a′ }, {c}

{a′ , b} {c}

{b, b′ }, {c}

{a′ , b} {c}

{b, b′ }, {a, a′ }

{a′ , b} {c}

{b, b′′ }, {b, b′ }, {a, a′′ }

{a′ , b}
{a, a′ }

1 23

3 21

h1 34 , 2 14 , 1 32 i

2 23

2 21

h2 12 , 1 32 , 2 21 i

2 32

2 34

h2 41 , 2 32 , 2 23 i

{a, a′ }, {b, b′ }, {a, a′′ }

1 23

3 21

h2 14 , 1 43 , 1 32 i

Fig. 2. Profiles in a DCG with no SPE. Player 3’s choices are
depicted as bold edges.
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4
h5, 4, 9, 4i
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{b, b′ } {c, c′ }
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Fig. 3. Profiles in a DSG with no
SPE.

We now prove that combining the two restrictions does guarantee the existence of SPE. We
note that while our negative results hold for linear DCGs, which tend to be stabler than other
DCGs, our positive result holds for every increasing latency functions.
Theorem 3. Every symmetric singleton DCG has an SPE.
Proof. Consider a symmetric singleton DCG G “ xG, νy. Recall that since G is a singleton
game, every outcome of G consists of one phase. Let P be an NE in G (recall that according
to [23] an NE exists in every CG). Since G is symmetric, we can assume that, for 1 ď j ă k,
the players that move in the j-th turn do not pay more than the players that move after them.
Formally, for i, i1 P rks, if νpiq ă νpi1 q, then costi pP q ď costi1 pP q. In particular, the players
who move in the first turn pay the least, and the players that move in the last turn pay the most.
We construct a profile Q in G and show that it is an SPE. Intuitively, in Q, the players follow
their objectives in P assuming the previous players also follow it. Since the costs are increasing
with turns, if Player i deviates, a following Player j will prefer switching resources with Player i
and also switching the costs. Thus, the deviation is not beneficial for Player i. In Appendix E,
We construct Q formally and prove that it is an SPE.
\
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Existence of SPE in Dynamic Cost-sharing Games

Cost sharing games tend to be less stable than congestion games in the concurrent setting; for
example, very simple fragments of multiset cost-sharing games do not have an NE [5] while
linear multiset congestion games are guaranteed to have an NE [6]. In this section we are going
to show that, surprisingly, there are classes of games in which an SPE exists only in the costsharing setting. Still, SPE is not guaranteed to exist in general DSGs. We start with the bad
news.
Theorem 4. There is a DSG with no SPE.
Proof. Consider the following four-player SG G with resources E “ ta, a1 , a2 , b, b1 , b2 , c, c1 , c2 u
and costs ca “ cb “ cc “ 6, ca1 “ cb1 “ cc1 “ 4, and ca2 “ cb2 “ cc2 “ 3. Let Σ1 “
tta, a1 u, tb, b2 uu, Σ2 “ ttb, b1 u, tc, c2 uu, Σ3 “ ttc, c1 u, ta, a2 uu, and Σ4 “ tta, a1 u, tb, b1 u, tc, c1 uu.
Consider the dynamic game G in which players 1,2, and 3 move concurrently followed by
Player 4. Formally, G “ xG, νy, where νp1q “ νp2q “ νp3q “ 1 and νp4q “ 2.
We claim that there is no SPE in G. Similar to Theorem 2, since the players’ objectives are
disjoint, we analyze the game as if it takes place in one phase. In Figure 3, we depict some of
the profiles and show that none of them are an SPE. As in Theorem 2, the root of each tree is
labeled by the objectives of Players 1, 2, and 3, its branches according to Player 4’s choices, and
in the leaves we state the cost of Player 4 assuming he chooses his best choice given the other
players’ choices. There are two types of deviations in the cycle: a player pays the full cost of 10
for his more expensive action, deviates to the cheaper one, which he does not share either, for a
cost of 9. And, a player who pays 5 deviates to his other action and reduces his cost to 4. Finally,
it is not hard to show that every profile not on the cycle of profiles cannot be an SPE.
\
[
Recall that singleton DCGs are not guaranteed to have an SPE (Theorem 2). On the other
hand, we show below that singleton DSGs are guaranteed to have an SPE. In order to find an
SPE in such a game, we use a firmer notion of an equilibria in SGs.
A strong equilibria (SE, for short) [3] which is stable against deviations of coalitions of
players rather than deviations of a single player as in NEs. Formally, consider a singleton SG
G “ xrks, E, tΣi uiPrks , tce uePE y, a profile P “ xσ1 , . . . , σk y, a coalition of players C Ď rks,
8

Ť
tiu
and a joint move S P iPC Σi for the members of the coalition. We denote by P rC Ð Ss “
1
1
xσ1 , . . . , σk y the profile in which the players in C switch to their objective in S, thus σi1 “ Spiq
for every i P C, and σi1 “ σi for i R C. We say that S is beneficial for C if it is beneficial for all
the members of the coalition, thus for every i P C, we have costi pP rC Ð Ssq ă costi pP q. We
say that P is an SE if there is no coalition that has a beneficial move.
We show a connection between strong equilibria and SPEs in singleton SGs. It is shown in
[13] that every singleton SG has an SE.
Theorem 5. Consider a singleton DSG G “ xG, νy. Then, every strong equilibrium in G
matches an SPE of G. In particular, every singleton DSG has an SPE.
Proof. We describe the intuition of the proof and the details can be found in Appendix F. Consider a singleton DSG G “ xG, νy, and let Q be an SE in G. We describe a profile P in G
that matches Q, and we claim that it is an SPE. Consider a history h that ends in the i-th turn.
Assume the players that play in h follow their objective in Q. Then, the players who play next,
´1
namely these in ν pi ` 1q, also follow Q. Thus, P matches Q. The definition of the strategies
´1
in P for histories that do not follow Q is inductive: assume only the players in ν piq choose
differently than in Q, then the subgame Gh is a singleton DSG. We find a strong equilibrium in
´1
Gh and let the players in ν pi ` 1q choose according to it.
We claim that P is an SPE. Assume towards contradiction that there is a Player i who
can benefit from a unilateral deviation to a resource e. Such a deviation initiates subsequent
deviations from players who choose in later turns than Player i. We consider the outcome of the
game, and the players that play differently than in Q. Let I, D Ď rks be the set of players whose
cost increases and decreases, respectively, with respect to their cost in Q. We make several
observations. Since Q is an SE, we have I ‰ H. Moreover, there must be a player jI P I who
deviates to e. Assume Player jI chooses e1 in Q. Since G is a SG, there must be a player jD P D
who chooses e1 in Q, but deviates following Player i’s deviation. We continue recursively and
identify a sequence of resources e “ e1 , e2 , . . . such that for every j ě 1, there are jI P I and
jD P D such that both players deviate into ej . Moreover, Players jI and pj ` 1qD use the same
objective in Q. A contradiction follows from the fact that since there are finitely many resources,
the sequence has a loop.
\
[
Remark 1. One could suspect that existence of strong equilibria in the underlying RAG implies
existence of an SPE in the dynamic game. However, [13] shows that singleton CGs are guaranteed to have an SE, while we show in Theorem 2 that singleton DCGs are not guaranteed to have
an SPE. In fact, [13] shows that every NE in a singleton CG is also an SE, while it is shown in
[25] that this is not the case for singleton SGs.
One could also suspect that Theorem 5 generalizes to richer types of objectives. That is, we
can ask whether, for an DSG G “ xG, νy, an SE in G matches an SPE in G. Theorem 4 shows
that this is not the case as in the SG there, the profile xtb, b2 u, tb, b1 u, ta, a2 u, tb, b1 uy is an SE.
Remark 2. Consider a symmetric DSG G “ xG, νy. The social optimum profile O in G is
attained when all the players choose the same cheapest objective, namely the objective with the
minimal sum of resource costs. It is not hard to see that O is an NE as a deviation results in
a more expensive objective with less sharing. Recall that we study SPE in dynamic games as
NE might contain strategies that will not be used by rational players. Consider a profile P in G
that matches O (note that there can be many such profiles, and some can consist of strategies
that are chosen by rational players). The same arguments stated above imply that P is an NE.
Nevertheless, P may not be an SPE, as G might contain a subgame with no SPE.
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5

Equilibrium Inefficiency

It is well known that decentralized decision-making may lead to sub-optimal solutions from
the point
ř of view of society as a whole. We define the cost of a profile P , denoted costpP q,
to be iPrks costi pP q. We denote by OP T the cost of a social-optimal solution; i.e., OP T “
minP costpP q. Two standard measures that quantify the inefficiency incurred due to self-interested
behavior are the price of anarchy (PoA) [15,21] and price of stability (PoS) [2,26]. The PoA is
the worst-case inefficiency of an NE; The PoA of a game G is the ratio between the cost of the
most expensive NE and the cost of the social optimum. The PoS measures the best-case inefficiency of an NE, and is defined similarly with the cheapest NE. The PoA of a family of games
F is supGPF PoApGq, and the definition is similar for PoS.
In dynamic games we consider SPE rather than NE. We adapt the definitions above accordingly, and we refer to the new measures as dynamic PoA and dynamic PoS (DPoA and DPoS,
for short). We study the equilibrium inefficiency in the classes of games that are guaranteed to
have an SPE, namely singleton DSGs and symmetric singleton DCGs.
The lower bounds for the PoA and PoS for singleton SG and singleton symmetric CGs follow
to the dynamic setting as we can consider the scheduler in which all players choose simultaneously in the first turn. The upper bounds on the DPoS for singleton symmetric DCGs follow
from the fact that every NE in singleton symmetric CGs matches an SPE in the corresponding
dynamic game. For singleton DSG, recall that an SE in the traditional game matches an SPE
in the dynamic game. It is shown in [29] that singleton SGs have an SE whose cost is at most
logpkq ¨ OP T , which coincides with the logpkq lower bound. Finally, the upper bound on the
DPoA for singleton DSGs follows from the same argument as traditional games. For congestion
games, it follows by applying a recent result by [10] to our setting. The details can be found in
Appendix G.
Theorem 6. The DPoA and DPoS in singleton DSGs and singleton symmetric DCGs coincide
with the PoA and PoS in singleton SGs and singleton symmetric CGs, respectively.

6

Deciding the Existence of SPE

In the previous sections we showed that dynamic RAGs are not guaranteed to have an SPE.
A natural decision problem arises, which we refer to as DSPE: given a dynamic RAG, decide
whether it has an SPE. We show that the problem is PSPACE-complete in DSGs as well as
DCGs. We start with the lower bound. The crux of the proof is given in the following lemma.
For DCGs, such a construction is described in [16], which uses a construction by [28] in order
to simulate the logic of a NAND gate by means of a CG. For SGs we are not aware of a similar
known result. We describe the construction in Appendix H, which is inspired by the construction
in [16].
Lemma 1. Given a QBF instance ψ, there is a fully sequential game Gψ that is either a DCG
or a DSG, and two constants γ, δ ą 0, such that in every SPE P in Gψ , (1) if ψ is true, then
cost1 pP q ă γ, and (2) if ψ is false, then cost1 pP q ą δ.
To conclude the lower-bound proof, we combine between the game that is constructed in
Lemma 1 and a game that has no SPE as in the examples we show in the previous sections. For
the upper bound, consider a dynamic RAG G, and let TG be the outcome tree of G. Recall that
there is a one-to-one correspondence between leaves in TG and legal outcomes of G. In order to
decide in PSPACE whether G has an SPE, we guess a leaf l in TG and verify that it is an outcome
of an SPE. Thus, we ask if there is an SPE P in G whose outcome corresponds to l.
Theorem 7. The DSPE problem is PSPACE-complete for dynamic RAGs.
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7

Efficient Stable Scheduling

The underlying assumption in game theory is that the players are selfish yet an authority may
construct components of the game, and its challenge is to do so in a way that leads to stability.
In some settings, the RAG is fixed and the authority only has the power schedule the players.
We assume that we are given a set S of constraints on schedulers that the authority can impose.
A constraint s P S is either a sequential constraint, of the form i1 ă i2 , for i1 , i2 P rks, stating
that Player i1 moves before Player i2 , or a concurrent constraint, of the form i1 “ i2 , stating
that the Players i1 and i2 move concurrently. Scheduling has a price. The input also contains
a value function c : S Ñ Q that assigns to each constraint a cost or a reward. Intuitively,
when cpsq “ γ ě 0, it means that the authority pays γ in order to force s in ν. Then, when
cpsq “ γ ď 0, it means that the authority is rewarded γ if ν respects s.řConsider a scheduler ν.
Let R Ď S be the set of constraints satisfied by ν. Then, costS,c pνq “ sPR cpsq.
The budgeted scheduling problem (BS problem, for short) gets as input a RAG G, a set of
constraints S, a value function c : S Ñ Q, and a budget β. The goal is to decide whether there
is a scheduler ν with costS,c pνq ď β such that the dynamic game xG, νy has an SPE. The proof
of the following theorem can be found in Appendix J.
Theorem 8. The BS problem is PSPACE-complete.

8

Games with Ordered Resources

In many settings it makes sense to restrict the order in which the players select their objectives.
For example, recall that a network formation games is played on a network, and each player
chooses a path that connect his source and target vertices. When decisions are taken while the
path is being generated, it is often the case that a player cannot select the edges on his path in
any order. Rather, he must extend his path one edge at a time. The corresponding constraints
state that if a player uses an edge xu, vy, then, unless u is the source vertex, in a previous phase
an edge that ends in u must have been chosen.
Generally speaking, we assume a dynamic game is also given by a partial order ă on the
resources. A legal strategy is one that does not violate the order. Thus, if the sequence of choices
for a player in some outcome is e1 , e2 , . . . , em , then there are no 1 ď i ă j ď m such that
ej ă ei . We restrict the players to choose only legal strategies and we assume there is at least
one legal strategy for each player.
Theorem 9. Our results in terms of SPE existence, equilibrium inefficiency, and computational
complexity coincide for ordered dynamic games and dynamic games.
Proof. Note that ordered dynamic games generalize dynamic games as we allow using the empty
partial order. So, all our bad news follow to this setting. In terms of equilibrium existence and
inefficiency, our good news are for singleton games. Such games cannot be ordered. As for
computational complexity, our upper bounds can easily be adapted to ordered games.
\
[
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A

Full Definitions: Outcome Trees and Subgames

We denote by TG , the outcome tree of a dynamic RAG G “ xG, νy. The root of TG corresponds to
the empty prefix . Recall that tν is the maximal turn in ν. Let m ě 1, and j P rtν s, and consider
a node that corresponds to a prefix h of a legal outcome, after m ´ 1 phases have been played
m
as well as j ´ 1 turns in the m-th phase. Thus, h “ π 1 , . . . , π m´1 , πj´1
, where πrl : rks Ñ EK
´1
m
and πj´1
: beforepjq Ñ EK . We say that h is controlled by the players in ν pjq. Note that if
ν is sequential, then each node is controlled by exactly one player. The children of the node h
´1
contain all the possible extensions of h with a legal joint move by the players in ν pjq. Thus,
1
1
1
a child h of h is a prefix of a legal outcome and it is of the form h “ π , . . . , π m´1 , πjm ,
m
agree on beforepjq. The edge xh, h1 y
where πjm : beforepj ` 1q Ñ EK , and πjm and πj´1
´1
´1
in TG corresponds to the joint move σ : ν pjq Ñ EK , where for every i P ν pjq we have
σpiq “ πjm piq. We sometimes use h ¨ σ to refer to h1 . Note that if j “ tν , then h1 is of the form
π 1 , . . . , π m , π1m`1 . Finally, h is a leaf if j “ tν and all players have finished playing in the m-th
phase, thus the choices of all the players in the next phases must be K. Clearly, TG is a finite
tree.
Consider a profile P “ xf1 , . . . , fk y. It is possible to trim TG according to P so that each
internal node h has exactly one child h ¨ σ, where σ is the joint objective in which the players
who control h follow P . That is, for each Player i who controls h we have σpiq “ fi phq. Note
that by trimming TG according to P , we leave exactly one leaf l that is reachable from the root.
Note that both outpP q as well as the leaf l correspond to the same profile in the underlying RAG
G. For every i P rks, the cost of Player i in l is costi pP q.
m
We proceed to define a subgame. Let h “ π 1 , . . . , π m´1 , πj´1
be a legal history. Note
that m ´ 1 phases have been played as well as j ´ 1 turns in the m-th phase, and the players
´1
that should play next are ν pjq. The subgame Gh “ xGh , νh y of G is a dynamic RAG with
h
Gh “ xrks, E, tΣi uiPrks , tfe uePE y, where the sets Σih of objectives are defined as follows.
Consider i P rks. Let e1 , . . . , em be the choices of Player i in h over EK . Let m1 ď m be
the last index such that em1 P E. Let σih “ te1 , . . . , em1 u be the edges in E that Player i
collects during h, and let nusedph, eq be the load generated on e in h by all the players, thus
nusedph, eq “ |ti P rks : e P σih u|. The set of objectives of Player i in Gh is Σih . Each
objective in Σih corresponds to an objective in Σi (that is, Player i’s objectives in G), minus the
resources that have been collected in h, thus Σih “ tσzσih : σ P Σi u. The cost Player i pays
in a profile Př“ xσ1 , . . . , σk y takes into account also the use of resources in the history h, thus
costi pP q “ ePpσi peqYσh peqq `e pnusedph, eq ` nusedpP, eqq. Recall that j ´ 1 turns have been
i
played in the last phase in h. Thus, we “shift” the scheduler νh by j. For l P rks, the` players
´1
ν plq who
are scheduled to play in the l-th turn by ν, are scheduled to play in the pl ´ jq
˘
´1
mod k ` 1 turn by νh . In particular, for every i P ν pjq, we have νh piq “ 1. Finally, consider
a strategy f in G. We define a strategy f h in the game Gh by f h pxq “ f ph ¨ xq. Given a profile
P “ xf1 , . . . , fk y, the corresponding profile in Gh is P h “ xf1h , . . . , fkh y.

B

Proof of Theorem 1

Given a sequential game G, we construct an SPE by “unwinding” the outcome tree TG in a
backwards inductive manner. Consider an internal node h in TG . Since G is sequential, there is
a unique Player i who controls h. If h is a leaf, then K is the only choice Player i can make, and
we set his strategy to select K. Assume h is an internal node, and let e1 , . . . , em be the possible
resources Player i can select in h. Let h1 , . . . , hm be the children of the node h in TG . Assume
by induction that there is an SPE in the games Gh1 , . . . , Ghm , and let γ1 , . . . , γm be Player i’s
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costs in these SPEs. We set Player i’s choice in h to be a resource el that minimizes his payment,
thus γl “ mintγ1 , . . . , γm u. Clearly, this profile is an NE in the subgame Gh . We refer to this
choice of Player i as a best response to the history h that he observes. Note that every choice
of Player i that achieves a higher cost is not an NE. In particular, if at every node h there is a
unique best response for the player that controls h, then there is a unique SPE in G.

C

Proof of Theorem 2

To conclude the proof, we construct a symmetric CG G1 by altering the game G above. We
add a fourth player and three new resources d, e, and f , with latency functions `d pxq “ 10x,
`e pxq “ 25x, and `f pxq “ 30. The other resources are as in G. The objectives of the players’
are symmetric. They consist of Σ1 Y Σ2 , where we add d to every strategy in Σ1 and e to every
strategy in Σ2 . We also add a singleton objective tf u. Formally, the objectives are ttf uu Y tσ Y
tdu : σ P Σ1 u Y tσ Y teu : σ P Σ2 u. Finally, we define a scheduler ν 1 that is similar to ν only
that Player 4 moves last, thus ν 1 p1q “ ν 1 p2q “ 1, ν 1 p3q “ 2, and ν 1 p4q “ 3.
We claim that G 1 “ xG1 , ν 1 y has no SPE. We claim that in every profile that is a candidate to
be an SPE, the choice of Players 1 and 2 in the first phase is d, the choice of Player 3 is e, and the
choice of Player 4 is f . This follows from the following three properties: (1) the costs of these
three resources is much higher than that of the other resources, so the players’ best response
in the first phase is to minimize the cost they pay for them, (2) using d at most twice is more
beneficial than using e, and using d three times is more costly than using e once, and (3) using
e once is more beneficial than using f once, and using f once is more beneficial than using e
twice. Once the first phase is played, the analysis is the same as in the game G, which we proved
not to have an SPE.

D

An example of a singleton linear DCG with no SPE

Consider the four-player linear singleton CG G with resources E “ ta, b, c, du and linear latency
functions `a pxq “ 4 21 ¨ x, `b pxq “ 2 21 ¨ x, `c pxq “ 3x, and `d pxq “ 4x. Let Σ1 “ ttau, tcuu,
Σ2 “ ttbu, tduu, Σ3 “ ttbu, tcuu, and Σ4 “ ttcu, tduu. Consider the dynamic game G in
which Players 1 and 2 move concurrently, then Player 3, and finally Player 4. Formally, G “
xG, νy, where νp1q “ νp2q “ 1, νp3q “ 2, and νp4q “ 3.
We go over all the profiles in G and show that none of them is an SPE. The profiles are
depicted in Figure 4. Similar to Theorem 2, the root of each tree is labeled by the objective of
Players 1 and 2, its branches according to Players 3 and 4’s objectives, and in the leaves we state
the payoffs of Players 3 and 4 assuming they choose their best choice given the other players’
choices.

E

Proof of Theorem 3

We construct a profile Q “ xf1 , . . . , fk y in G and show that it is an SPE. Consider a history
h. For a resource e P E, we define nusedph, eq and nusedpP, eq to be the loads on e in h and
P , respectively. We say that h is consistent with P if for every e P E, we have nusedph, eq ď
nusedpP, eq. When P is clear from the context we do not state it implicitly.
We first define the strategies in Q w.r.t. consistent histories. Consider such a history h that
´1
ends before the j-th turn, thus the players who control the node h in TG are ν pjq. We define
´1
the strategies in Q as if the players in ν pjq move in a sequential order. Let i1 , i2 , . . . , in be
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Fig. 4. The profiles of the singleton DCG with no SPE. Bold edges depict Players 3 and 4’s best choices
given the other players choices. Directed edges represent the player that can benefit from unilaterally
deviating.

´1

an arbitrary order on the players in ν pjq. Then, for 1 ď l ď n, we define the strategy fil of
Player il to perform a best response to the objectives of players in beforepjq, whose objectives
he observes, and as if he also observes the objectives of the players i1 , . . . , il´1 who also move
in the j-th turn.
We formally define fil . Let h1 be the history h concatenated with the objectives of the players
i1 , . . . , il´1 . We say that a resource e P E is full in h1 if nusedph1 , eq “ nusedpP, eq. Recall
that fil is defined w.r.t. h. We define fil phq to be a resource e that is not full after h1 and,
assuming all resources will eventually be filled up, choosing e will cost the least for Player il ,
thus e minimizes t`e pnusedpP, eqq : nusedph1 , eq ă nusedpP, equ. Note that since players
never choose a resource that is full, the history h concatenated with the choices in the j-th turn,
is a consistent history.
We have not yet defined the strategies in Q w.r.t. histories that are inconsistent with P . Still,
we can show that for every history h that is consistent with P , the profile Qh is an NE in Gh .
´1
Assume that h ends before the j-th turn. We first show that for every Player i P ν pjq, choosing
a resource that is not full in h dominates choosing a resource that is already full. That is, no
matter how the other players move, it is always more beneficial to choose a resource that is not
yet full over one that is full. Then, all that is left in order to prove that Qh is an NE, is to show
that no player can benefit from deviating to a resource that is not full. Such a deviation results
in a history that is consistent with P for which we have defined the strategies in Q. Intuitively,
such a deviation is not beneficial as we defined Q so that players that move first pay less. By
deviating, a player will “switch” costs with a player that moves after him, thus his cost cannot
decrease.
´1
We make an observation before proving the claim. Assume the players ν pjq select a joint
objective σ such that h ¨ σ is a history consistent with P . It is not hard to see that outpQh¨σ q is
´1
also consistent with P . Thus, for each Player i P ν pjq, we have costi pQh q “ costi1 pP q, for
some i1 P rks (possibly i1 “ i). Note that Qh is a profile in the game Gh whereas P is a profile
in the game G.
´1
We proceed to prove that for every i P ν pjq, Player i cannot benefit from unilaterally
h
deviating from the profile Q in the game Gh . Assume towards contradiction that Player i can
benefit from unilaterally deviating and choosing a resource e P E. Recall that since G is a
singleton game, Player i does not move again. Let σ be the joint move at h according to Qh ,
and let h1 “ h ¨ σ. We distinguish between two cases. First, assume the resource e is full in the
history h1 . Thus, nusedph1 , eq “ nusedpP, eq. Note that Player i’s deviation forms a history
that is not consistent with P and we have not yet defined the strategies in Q w.r.t such histories.
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Still, we can show that such a deviation is not beneficial. Note that the load on e, no matter how
the other players move is at least nusedpP, eq ` 1. Recall that costi pQh q “ costi1 pP q, for some
i1 P rks. Since G is a symmetric game, Player i1 can choose the objective e, thus e P Σi1 . Since
P is an NE, we have costi1 pP q ď costi1 pP ri1 Ð esq. Note that the load on e in the profile
P ri1 Ð es is exactly nusedpP, eq ` 1. Since G is a congestion game, the cost of e increases with
the load on it. Thus, the cost Player i pays after deviating is at least costi1 pP ri1 Ð esq, which is
not beneficial, and we reach a contradiction.
In the second case, the resource e to which Player i deviates is not full in the history h1 . Let
2
h be the history after Player i’s deviation. Then, h2 is a history consistent with P , and Q is
defined w.r.t h2 . Let P 1 be the profile in G that corresponds to the outcome of Q in the subgame
Gh2 . Let l P rks be the player that selects e in P 1 . Thus, costi pP 1 q “ costl pQq. Recall that
according to Q, at h, Player i should select the cheapest resource that is not full. Since Player i
deviates, the resource e is not that cheapest resource. So, Player l moves after Player i, where
by “after” we either mean that νpiq ă νplq or νpiq “ νplq but i comes before l in the arbitrary
order we fix for the players in νpiq-th turn. Thus, costl pQq ě costi pQq, and the deviation is not
beneficial for Player i.
To conclude the proof, we complete the definition of the strategies in Q. The definition is
inductive. Let h1 be a history consistent with P , and let σ be a joint move such that the history
h “ h1 ¨ σ is inconsistent. Since G is a singleton symmetric game, so is the game Gh . Thus, we
find an NE profile P 1 in Gh and continue as in the above.

F

Proof of Theorem 5

Let P “ xf1 , . . . , fk y be the profile that is described in the body of the paper whose outcome
coincides with the SE Q. We claim that P is an SPE. Consider a history h that ends before the
j-th turn, where assume that the players in h follow their choices in Q. For the other histories
´1
the proof is similar. Assume towards contradiction that there is i P ν pjq such that Player i
1
can benefit from unilaterally deviating to a strategy fi . We think of the outcome of P ri Ð fi1 s
as a profile Q1 “ xσ11 , . . . , σk1 y in G. Let C Ď rks be the players whose objectives in Q1 differ
from their objectives in Q. Let I, D Ď C be the partition of C to players whose payoff in Q1
increase and decrease, respectively, with respect to their outcome in Q. Formally, if i P I, then
costi pQq ě costi pQ1 q, and if i P D, then costi pQq ă costi pQ1 q. Since Q is an SE, the coalition
C cannot all benefit, thus I ‰ H.
Consider a resource σ such that there is a player j P D with σj1 “ σ. We make three
observations. (1) there is j1 P I such that σj1 1 “ σ. Otherwise, in the game G, the coalition of
players in C that play σ in Q1 can benefit from deviating from Q, contradicting the fact that it is
an SE.
(2) There is j2 P D such that Players j1 and j2 choose the same objective in Q, thus σj1 “
σj2 . Assume otherwise. Let Player j be the first player that “leaves” σj2 , thus Player j chooses
σj2 in Q and not in Q1 and this is the first such player to choose. Note that if j P I, then by
staying in σj2 , his cost cannot increase, thus the deviation is not beneficial, and we reach a
contradiction.
(3) Note that σj1 1 ‰ σj1 2 . Indeed, players j1 and j2 pay the same in Q while Player j1 ’s payoff
in Q1 is higher than it is in Q and Player j2 ’s payoff is lower.
Recall that we assume that Player i’s objective in Q differs from his objective in Q1 and that
i P D. We find a sequence of resources e1 , e2 , . . ., and for every j ě 1, we associate with the
resource ej two players ji P I and jd P D such that σj1 i “ σj1 d “ ej . First, we define e1 “ σi1
and we associate i with e1 , thus 1d “ i. Consider j ě 1. Assume there is a player jd P D
with σj1 d “ ej . By (1), there is a ji P I with σj1 i “ ej , and we associate ji with ej . By (2),
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there is pj ` 1qd P D such that Players pj ` 1qd and ji choose the same resource in Ph , thus
1
σji “ σpj`1qd . We define the next resource in the sequence ej`1 to be σpj`1q
, which by (3) is
d
different from ej . We associate Player pj ` 1qd P D with ej`1 , and continue inductively.
Since there are finitely many resources, there is a loop er , er`1 , . . . , es´1 , er in the sequence
above. For r ď j ď s ´ 1, note that costjd pQ1 q “ costji pQ1 q and costji pQq “ costpj`1qd pQq.
Moreover, costji pQ1 q ě costji pQq and costjd pQq ą costjd pQ1 q. Combining the above we
have costjd pQq ą costjd pQ1 q “ costji pQ1 q ě costji pQq “ costpj`1qd pQq, and we reach a
contradiction.

G

Proof of Theorem 6

The lower bounds for both measures are easy. Since we consider singleton games, an NE in a
singleton RAG is an SPE in the corresponding dynamic RAG with the concurrent scheduler, i.e.,
all the players move simultaneously in the first round.
We continue to the upper bounds, and start with SGs. In SGs, we have PoS “ logpkq and
PoA “ k [2]. The proof for the upper bound for the DPoA is the same as in RAGs: if a player’s
cost is more than k times his cost in the social optimum in some SPE, then he can deviate to his
objective in the social optimum and reduce his cost. For the upper bound on the DPoS, we note
that the proof in Theorem ?? shows that a specific profile of an SG is an outcome of an SPE. It is
shown in [29] that the cost of this profile is at most logpkq ¨ OP T , thus we have DPoS “ logpkq.
We conclude by studying CGs. In singleton symmetric CGs, we have PoA “ 4{3 [11] and
we are not aware of a tight bound on the PoS. For the DPoS, Theorem 3 shows that every NE
in a symmetric singleton CG corresponds to an SPE. For the DPoA, we use a claim from [10].
They show that with a sequential scheduler, every outcome of an SPE in a symmetric singleton
CG is an NE in the underlying simultaneous game. Their proof works also for schedulers that
are not sequential.

H

Proof of Lemma 1

Note that the players’ objectives are disjoint, so we analyze the game as if it takes place in one
phase. We claim that a gate game simulates the semantics of a NAND gate. Assume both input
players select their 1 objective, which corresponds to the case in which the input of the gate
is two 1’s, thus the outputs should be 0. For j P rrs, we show that choosing the 0 objective is
dominant for Player Oj . Indeed, if Player Oj plays his 0 objective, the cost of the resource g j is
split between three players, so the total cost for Player Oj is 1 ` . On the other hand, the cost
of the 1 objective is 1 ` 1.1. Assume now that one of the input players chooses his 0 objective,
thus the outputs should be 1. Then, choosing the 1 objective is dominant for Player Oj as the
cost of the 0 objective is at least 1 ` 1.5 while the cost of the 1 objective remains 1 ` 1.1.
Next, we describe how to connect two gate games. Let G and G 1 be gate games as in
the above. We connect the corresponding gates such that the j-th output of the first gate is
fed as the first input to the second gate. In the combined game, the players of G move before the players in G 1 . Also, we merge between the output resources of Player Oj in G with
the input resources of Player I11 in G 1 . More formally, let ΣOj “ ttoj1 u, tg j , oj0 uu in G and
1j 11
j
1r
1
11
ΣI11 “ tti1j
0 u, ti1 , c , . . . , c uu in G . Then, in the combined game, we have o1 “ i1 and
oj0 “ i11
0 . The cost of the first resource is 1 and the second is 1 ` 1.1.
We claim that it is dominant for Player I11 to match Player Oj ’s choice of objective. Intuitively, this follows from the fact that the input and output resources cost much more than the
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gate resources, so sharing the cost of the first is more beneficial than sharing the second. More
formally, assume Player Oj plays his 1 objective. If Player I11 chooses his 1 objective, the cost
1
of the resource i11
1 is split between the two players. So, Player I1 ’s cost, no matter what the
1
other players play is a bit over 2 . On the other hand, if he chooses his 0 objective, his cost is 1.
Choosing the 1 objective in this case is clearly dominant. The case where Player Oj chooses his
0 objective is dual.
We proceed to describe the game Gψ (see for example Figure ??). In Gψ , there is a gate
game that corresponds to every NAND gate in ψ, and the games are connected as in the above.
For example, in Figure ??, for i P r4s, let Gi be the gate game that corresponds to the gate Gi .
Consider the gate G1 . One of its outputs is fed as input to G4 and the other to G3 . In G1 , the first
pair of output resources are o11,1 and o1,1
0 , which also serve as input resources in the gate game
1,1
G4 . Thus, the set of objectives of the first input player in G4 is tto1,1
0 u, to1 , g4 uu. Similarly,
1,2
1,2
the second pair of output resources are o1 and o0 , which also serve as input resources in the
game G3 .
We are left to describe the inputs and output of the circuit and how they interact. Assume
the inputs to ψ are the variables x1 , . . . , xn . Then, in addition to the players who simulate the
NAND gates, the game Gψ includes also n variable players. As in the above, each variable
player j P rns has a 0 and 1 objective, which corresponds to an assignment to the variable xj .
Player xj serves as the input player in every gate game that xj appears in. So, Player xj has a
0 objective which is tij0 u and a 1 objective, which includes an input resource ij1 as well as gate
resources as in the above. For example, in Figure ??, the variable x2 is fed as input to the gates
C1 and C2 , so the set of objectives of Player x2 is tti20 u, ti21 , g11 , g12 , c2 uu.
Recall that there is a partition E1 , . . . , Em , A1 , . . . , Am of x1 , . . . , xn . The scheduler in Gψ
schedules the variable players that correspond to the set of variables E1 to move first, followed
by the players who correspond to the set of variables A1 , followed by E2 , etc. The other players
in Gψ who simulate the NAND gates follow according to the rules above.
Finally, there is a special NAND gate in ψ with only one output, where the output of this gate
is the output of the whole circuit. We refer to this gate as the final gate and to the corresponding
gate game as the final gate game. In Figure ??, the final gate is C4 . Let Player O be the output
player in the final gate game. Recall that each variable player xj has a 1 objective with a resource
ij1 and a 0 objective with an input resource ij0 . Further recall that in a gate game, the 0 objective
of the output players includes a gate resource. We define Player O’s 0 objective to include the
gate resource g of the final gate game as well as all the input resources of the universal variable
players, thus it is tgu Y tij0 , ij1 : xj P A1 , . . . , Am u. The 1 objective of Player O includes the
input resources of all the existential variables players as well as another gate resource g 1 with
cost 1.1, which we use to maintain the gate semantics, thus the 0 objective is tc1 uYtij0 , ij1 : xj P
E1 , . . . , Em u. We assume Wlog that the number of existential and universal variables in ψ is the
same. So, Player O’s cost for the input resources is the same in both of his objectives no matter
what the other players choose. Thus, the NAND semantics of the output gate is maintained.
Let Player x1 be the first variable player to move in Gψ . We claim that if ψ is true, then in
every SPE P , we have costx1 pP q ă 12 ` 1 , and if ψ is false, then costx1 pP q ě 1. Assume
that x1 is an existential variable, and the proof is dual for universal variables. Note that a cost
of slightly over 12 for Player xj is achieved when Player O shares the cost of the input resource
Player xj uses. Thus, Player xj , as well as all the existential players, have an incentive that the
output of the circuit ψ is 1. Indeed, if the output is 0, the Player O shares the input resources with
the universal players. Thus, if ψ is true, then the existential players can follow their assignments
and guarantee a cost of slightly over 12 . On the other hand, if ψ is false, the universal players can
guarantee a cost of slightly over 21 , making the cost of the existential players slightly over 1.
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I

Proof of Theorem 7

We start with the lower bound and the case of dynamic CGs. Given a QBF instance ψ, we apply
the construction in Lemma 1 to get a sequential CG Gψ and γ, δ ą 0 such that if ψ is true, then
cost1 pGψ q ă γ, and if ψ is false, then cost1 pGψ q ą δ. Let G1 be the first 3-player game with
no SPE that is described in Theorem 2. We construct a dynamic CG G 1 , by merging Gψ and G1 ,
such that G 1 has an SPE iff ψ is true.
We proceed to construct G 1 . We add two players k ` 1 and k ` 2 to Gψ that take the roles of
the first two players in G1 . The role of Player 3 in G1 is played by Player 1 in Gψ , so we add the
objectives ta1 , bu and tcu to Σ1 . Players k ` 1 and k ` 2 move first concurrently followed by
Player 1 and the rest of the players in Gψ , which move sequentially. Recall that in every profile
that is a candidate to be an SPE in G1 , Player 3’s cost is at least 1 23 and at most 2 23 . We alter the
latency functions in G1 so that in these profiles Player 3 pays at least γ and at most δ. Let P be
the SPE in Gψ . We claim that if cost1 pP q ă γ, then G 1 has an SPE. Indeed, it is not hard to see
that the following profile is an SPE: Players k ` 1 and k ` 2 choose xta, a1 u, tcuy, and the other
players play according to P in every subgame. On the other hand, if cost1 pP q ą δ, then, there
is no SPE. Indeed, Player 1 prefers the objectives originating from G1 over these in G, and there
is no SPE in the topmost subgame as shown in Theorem 2.
The case of dynamic SGs is similar. Let Gψ be the output of the construction in Lemma 1
and G2 the dynamic SG with no SPE that is described in Theorem 4. We merge Gψ with G2 by
letting the first player in Gψ take the role of the fourth player in G2 similar to the above. Note
that in every candidate profile for an SPE in G2 , Player 4’s cost is 4. We alter the costs in Gψ
so that γ “ 4 ´  and δ “ 4 ` . Let P be an SPE in Gψ . We claim that if cost1 pP q ă γ,
then G 1 has an SPE. Indeed, it is not hard to see that the following profile is an SPE: the first
three players in G2 choose xtb, b2 u, tb, b1 u, ta, a2 uy, and the other players play according to P in
every subgame. On the other hand, if cost1 pP q ą δ, then Player 4 always prefers his objective
in G2 over his objective in P , and by the reasoning in Theorem 4, there is no SPE in the topmost
subgame, and we are done.
We continue to study the upper bound. Consider a dynamic RAG G, and let TG be the
outcome tree of G. Recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence between leaves in TG and
legal outcomes of G. We guess a leaf l in TG and verify that it is an outcome of an SPE. Thus,
we ask if there is an SPE P in G whose outcome corresponds to l.
In order to decide whether such a profile P exists, we traverse the path from l to the root of
TG . Consider an internal node h and its child on this path h ¨ σ. Intuitively, our guess of l fixes
the joint objective in h to be σ. Consider a Player i who controls h and a resource e1i different
from σpiq. Thus, σri Ð e1i s is a unilateral deviation of Player i. We ask if it is possible to define
the strategies in the other internal nodes such that the deviation is not beneficial for Player i.
Formally, we ask if there is an SPE P 1 in the subgame GσriÐe1i s in which the cost of Player i
is at least his cost in l. This is done by calling the algorithm recursively with a slight change
to the base case. Recall that in order for P to be an SPE, it must be an NE in every internal
node in TG . Thus, we verify that an SPE exists in every child h ¨ σ 1 of h that we have not yet
considered. Thus, σ and σ 1 differ by at least two entries. This is again done by a recursive call
to the algorithm. Clearly, the algorithm uses polynomial space.

J

Proof of Theorem 8

For the upper bound, given an input xG, xS, cy, βy, for G with k players, we go over all schedulers ν : rks Ñ rks. For each scheduler ν, we check whether costS,c pνq ď β and if so, we
use the algorithm in Theorem 7 in order to decide whether the game xG, νy has an SPE. In case
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it does, we accept. Clearly, the algorithm runs in polynomial space and accepts iff the input is
legal.
For the lower bound, we show a reduction from DSPE. Given an input xG, νy to DSPE we
construct an input xG, xS, cy, ´pk ´ 1q2 y to the BS problem as follows. For every i1 , i2 P rks,
we add to S a constraint according to the order of i1 and i2 in ν. For example, if νpi1 q ă νpi2 q,
then we add to S the constraint i1 ă i2 . All constraints have cost ´1. Clearly, the only scheduler
that has cost at most ´pk ´ 1q2 is ν, thus xG, νy P DSPE iff xG, xS, cy, ´pk ´ 1q2 y P BS, and
we are done.5

5

Note that often it is possible to force ν with less than pk ´ 1q2 constraints. We have no reason however
to minimize the number of constraints in the reduction.
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